Abstract-Diffusion-Weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DWI) is widely used for early cerebral infarct detection caused by ischemic stroke. Manual segmentation is done by a radiologist as a common clinical process, nonetheless, challenges of cerebral infarct segmentation come from low resolution and uncertain boundaries. Many segmentation techniques have been proposed and proved by manual segmentation as gold standard. In order to reduce human error in research operation and clinical process, we adopt a semi-automatic segmentation as gold standard using Fluid-Attenuated Inversion-Recovery (FLAIR) Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) from the same patient under controlled environment. Extensive testing is performed on popular segmentation algorithms including Otsu method, Fuzzy C-means, Hill-climbing based segmentation, and Growcut. The selected segmentation techniques have been validated by accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity using leave-one-out cross-validation to determine the possibility of each techniques first then maximizes the accuracy from the training set. Our experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of selected methods.
INTRODUCTION
Diffusion-Weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DWI) plays an important role for ischemic stroke detection due to their high sensitivity and fast detection, compared to other modalities [1] . Location and size of ischemic lesions can be extracted by [2] after delicate analysis, which will be useful for decision-making in therapy process and assessment of therapy response. Construction of DWI is done by scanning every voxels to indicate the degree of diffusion of the water molecules in each voxel. The hyper-intense voxels represent the area of ischemic lesions [3] , and are inhomogeneous which allow segmentation based on pixel intensity. Natural property of lesions can cause complex shapes, variable sizes, and ambiguous boundaries, therefore, highly experience doctors are required for manual segmentation.
Over the past few years, several methods for stroke lesion segmentation were proposed. Some of those are manual or semi-automatic methods which required excessive labor force and skill. In order to avoid these problems, this project focuses on automatic methods. Past famous automatic methods required ADC map to extract b1000 data [4] or b2000 data [5] , however clinical process in the past may not include ADC map into the database. We focus on automatic stroke lesion segmentation which requires only DWI as input.
K-means and Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering algorithms are famous segmentation based on clustering techniques [7] .
Optimization of k-means clustering algorithm has been made by [8] using hill-climbing algorithm on CIELab histogram resulted as a novel technique called hill-climbing based segmentation. Region growing technique has been tested by [9] and successfully segments the lesions which are suitable for analysis of DWI for classification purpose. Improved version of region growing technique named Growcut was proposed by [10] .
Validation of prior methods were done by manual segmentation based on statistical methods, resulted in variation of ground truth caused by operator-dependent. We adopt a semi-automatic segmentation as gold standard aiming to eliminate human error. The selected gold standard was suggested by doctors, based on the similarity of ratio between size of stroke lesion and brain between DWI and FLAIR MRI. We carefully selected gold standards by segmenting stroke lesion areas with Otsu method from FLAIR MRI. We achieve less ambiguous boundaries, and three times higher resolutions than DWI. There are several challenges caused by the difference of modality in the new gold standard such as spatial location error, geometrical distortion, and timeline of lesion evolution
Contributions of this work are as follows: 1. Automatic stroke lesions segmentation algorithms are investigated 2. Four popular techniques for segmentations are identified 3. Gold standards are created by semi-automatic segmentation algorithm based on timeline of lesion evolution 4. Proof of concept is done by leave-one-out crossvalidation technique in each algorithm 5. Exhaustive evaluation is performed on six patients in order to find parameters which maximize accuracy Rest of the paper is as follows, Section II presents the selected methods used for automatic stroke lesions segmentation and theories behind selected gold standard. Section III discusses experiments and results. Discussion on pitfalls in selected gold standard is mentioned in in Section IV. We conclude the paper in section V.
II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
In this research work, three major segmentation techniques including Otsu method, Fuzzy C-means, and Hill-climbing based segmentation were selected to test the accuracy, and created initial labels for Growcut, therefore, six different techniques were tested. Normalization was done before applying segmentation techniques. Registration was done with each DWI to compare with FLAIR and evaluate with accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity.
A. Candidate Selection
Evolution of stroke lesions in FLAIR and DWI are different due to MR parameters. Experiment by [11] reported some lesions have persistently hyperintense areas on DWI even at 1 month after stroke (see Fig.1 ), whereas others have become isointense (see Fig.2 ). If lesions stay persistent, comparison with FLAIR at 1 month is reasonable because [11] stated that signal intensity increases up to day 4 and remains high thereafter on FLAIR (see Fig.3 ). On day 7, whether lesion stay persistent or not, lesions on both cases are fully developed and comparable to FLAIR. 3h 7d 14d 30d We select 13 DW images from 6 patients which were taken on day 7 or day 30 as training set and 13 FLAIR images from the same patients on the same day as DWI images as gold standard. DW images have been acquired from King Chulalongkorn Memorial Hostpital using Philips Achieva 1.5T. Acquisition parameters used were time echo (TE), 99.5 ms; time repetition (TR), 4272.7 ms; slice thickness, 4.0 mm; gap between each slice, 5.0 mm; total number of slices, 30; bvalue, 1000 s/mm 2 ; and pixel resolutions, 224 x 224. The FLAIR images have been acquired from the same machine with time echo (TE), 125.0 ms; time repetition (TR), 11000.0 ms; slice thickness, 6.0 mm; gap between each slice, 7.0 mm; total number of slices, 20; and pixel resolutions, 672 x 672. All images have medical records which have been confirmed by a neurologist and were encoded in 12-bit DICOM format.
Linear transformation, background and noise removal have been applied to DWI and FLAIR MRI before the experiments in order to normalize the images and simplified algorithm computation. Background and noise removal has been done by Philips Achieva 1.5T. We convert images from 12-bit DICOM format to double precision, translating minimum intensity to 0 and scaling maximum intensity to 1.
B. Otsu Method
Otsu method is one of the most common and successful methods for image thresholding which was introduced by [12] .
The objective of method is to find the threshold that minimizes the weighted within class variance. 
t is the threshold, and ) (i P is probabilities of each intensity value, ) (t n  is class mean. We segment DWI by Otsu method into discrete levels from 2 to 20 which resulted in 209 segmented images per DWI and 2,717 segmented images in total.
C. Fuzzy C-means Clustering
The Fuzzy C-means (FCM) is a well-known clustering method. The objective of method is to find c partition that minimizes the objective function JFCM [13] :
where n is the number of data, xk is the data set, c is the number of clusters, uik is the degree of membership of xk in the ith cluster, si is the centroid of cluster i, d
2 (xk,vi) is a distance measure between xk and si , q is a weighting exponent.
In this research, we adopt q equals to 2 from [13] and segment DWI into different c between 2-30 which resulted in 464 segmented images per DWI and 6,032 segmented images in total.
D. Hill-Climbing based Segmentation
Hill-climbing based segmentation is an optimized version of K-means clustering which is simple, fast, and nonparametric. Computation of K-means can be done by a saliency map (Vk) as follows [7] :
rk is the segmented region in pixels, s is the scale of salient regions, and ci,j is the Euclidean distance between the inner and the outer region. Approximation of Euclidean distance is the perceptual differences in CIELab color [7] :
T and v2 = [L2; a2; b2] T are the average vectors for the inner and the outer region, respectively. We computed peaks of clusters by climbing each bin until it reaches the highest peak, then select another unclimbed bin to repeat the iterations.
We observe stroke lesions in our training set and infer that stroke lesions always fall on the smallest peak of clusters.
(1) (2) DWI segmentation was done on every cluster between 2-30. In this research, 29 segmented images per DWI were generated, and 377 segmented images in total.
E. Growcut
Growcut is a semi-automatic segmentation techniques which required user-labelled background and foreground. Each iteration step allows neighbors to attack the current cell. If they have higher strength, label of the current cell will be replaced by neighbor's label. Decreased function of strength (g(Ii,j)) for each step is defined as [9] We generated 9,126 initial labels from every segmented images generated by method B-D, and then segment again by Growcut. We observe the relation between strength and segmentation result, and infer that lesion stroke areas always have strength between 0.999-1, thus thresholding techniques was applied for strength 0.999,0.9991,…,0.9999. In total, 91,260 segmented images were generated.
F. Gold Standard
Stroke lesions are segmented from 13 FLAIR images by Otsu method using the first proper level to select stroke lesions area. After the segmentation, both FLAIR original and segmented images have been resize using nearest-neighbor interpolation to 224x224. In order to eliminate geometric error in the segmentation area of 2 modalities, image registration technique is applied between DWI and FLAIR MRI to find the transformation matrix. In this research, we use intensity-based image registration with affine transformation. Other type of transformations were tested and failed (see Fig.5 ). 
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Leave-one-out Cross-Validation
Due to the lack of test cases, proof of concept has been done for each method in section II to verify the methods. 12 DW and FLAIR images were used to find parameters that maximizes accuracy with sensitivity and specificity higher than 90 percent. Results are shown in TABLE I. Segmentation by Hill-climbing based segmentation does not satisfy minimum requirement of sensitivity and specificity, while other methods produce promising results.
B. Finding Parameter Value
After proof of concept is done, we setup an experiment to find the parameters value which maximizes the accuracy and satisfies minimum requirement of sensitivity and specificity. Results are shown in TABLE II. Parameters are identified as follows: Otsu methodnumber of levels and threshold level, Fuzzy C-means clustering -number of clusters and selected cluster, Hill-(3) (4) (5) climbing based segmentation -number of bins, Growcutthreshold of strength.
Highest accuracy with sensitivity and specificity higher than 90 percent is received from Fuzzy C-means clustering with Growcut. Other methods except Hill-climbing based segmentation produce high accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity.
C. Speed
Processing time of Fuzzy C-means clustering with Growcut (number of clustering -28, selected cluster -28, strength threshold -0.9999) testing on DWI (resolution224x224, 12 bit, DICOM format) on Intel ® Core™ i3-3110M with frequency 2.40 GHz is 94.772 second. 90.041 second is consumed by Fuzzy C-means clustering, and 1.182 second is used by Growcut. Time consumption in this method is too large for real time application.
On the other hand, only 0.274 second is needed in Otsu method (number of levels -17, threshold level -10) testing on the same image and machine. It's reasonable to use Otsu method as computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) due to the difference of accuracy between 2 methods is only 4.151 percent while 99.71 percent of time consumption is reduced.
IV. DISCUSSION Our experimental results reflect high accuracy of selected methods which are tested on FLAIR MRI as gold standard, however, verifications are needed to analyze the effectiveness of FLAIR MRI as gold standard. We realize 2 important researches which are needed to investigate further.
A. Evolution of stroke lesions in DWI and FLAIR
Similarity of ratio between size of stroke lesion and brain between DWI and FLAIR MRI was analyzed by observation on small test cases. Extensive testing is required to analyze the error between size of stroke lesions in DWI and FLAIR MRI after image registration.
Timeline of stroke lesions evolution reported by [11] assigned the first date of symptom onset. These dates are provided by diagnoses which are required highly experience doctors to estimate accurate dates from the patients. However, these errors will slightly affect segmentation results because only small changes could be happened around day 7 or day 30 of symptom.
B. Stroke lesions segmentation in FLAIR MRI
We carefully segment stroke lesion areas from FLAIR MRI by Otsu method using the first proper level. Due to the properties of FLAIR MRI, higher resolution and unambiguous boundaries make it easier to segment stroke lesions areas. We break down the problem of stroke lesions segmentation in DWI, which is hard to acquire, into stroke lesions segmentation in FLAIR MRI which has higher image quality. Instead of using Otsu method, an extensive testing on segmentation techniques should be done to identify the most proper technique for segmentation.
If we achieve such technique, further training for stroke lesions segmentation in DWI can be done without highly experience doctors to carefully segment and verify the gold standards.
V. CONCLUSION This paper presents automatic stroke lesions segmentation in DWI. Comparison of four popular methods is done including Otsu method, Fuzzy C-means clustering, Hillclimbing based image segmentation, and Growcut. Preprocessing is performed by linear transformation, background and noise removal. Evaluation is achieved by testing on FLAIR MRI as gold standard. Proof of concept is carried out for segmentation methods validation, which resulted in high accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity except Hill-climbing based image segmentation. Another experiment identifies Fuzzy C-means clustering with Growcut as the method with highest accuracy but lack of speed for real-time application. We conclude that Otsu method is a suitable method for CAD, and Fuzzy C-means clustering with Growcut is the best method to maximize the accuracy.
